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Summer 2018. Two years into President Donald J. Trump's first term in office, America has never

been greater. The Even Greater Wall along the Mexican border is under construction, paid for by

Mexico. Americans have more money in their pockets thanks to lower taxes and the president's

creative money-raising strategies. Who else would have thought to pay for FEMA's budget by suing

the Catholic Church over property damage caused by acts of God? And while Trump's detractors

may call him a tyrant, the American people love bullies when the victim is Congress: Every time they

impeach the president, his approval rating skyrockets. Ever conscious of his hugely important

historical legacy, The Donald plucks disgraced tabloid reporter Jimmie Bernwood - the man

responsible for publishing the infamous Ted Cruz sex tape - from the depths of anonymity to

become his official biographer, giving him enviable access to the gold-plated White House and all of

its secrets. When Trump's previous biographer turns up dead, Bernwood must do some real

investigative reporting, get to the bottom of a long series of murders - and, if it's absolutely

unavoidable, save the country.
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From the publisher: Summer 2018: Two years into President Donald J. Trumpâ€™s first term in

office, America has never been greater. The Even Greater Wall along the Mexican border is under

construction, paid for by Mexico. Americans have more money in their pockets thanks to lower

taxes and the presidentâ€™s creative money-raising strategies. (Who else would have thought to

pay for FMAâ€™s budget to buing the Catholic Church over property damage caused by acts of



God?) And while Trumpâ€™s detractors may call him a tyrant, the American People love bullies

when the victim is Congress: very time they impeach him, his approval rating skyrockets to an all

new high.Ever conscious of his hugely important historical legacy, The Donald plucks disgraced

tabloid reporter Jimmie Bernwood - the man responsible for publishing the infamous Ted Cruz sex

tape - - from the depths of anonymity to become his official biographer, giving him enviable access

to the gold-plated White House and all of its secrets. When Trumpâ€™s previous biographer turns

up dead, Bernwood must do some real investigative reporting, get to the bottom of a long series of

murders . . . and, if itâ€™s absolutely unavoidable, save the country. . . . A hilariously hair-raising

look at the [possible] future of America.First things first: The sub-title of this novel â€“ and it is a

novel, which the author describes on the cover is â€œA completely untrue, utterly unauthorized, but

not thoroughly impossible thriller,â€• is â€œTrump Trumps America!,â€• exclamation mark the

authorâ€™s. Second thing I should state: It may not matter whether the reader is a supporter of Mr.

Trump or not - - well, then again, it may. The third thing: By page two I was smiling, by page three I

was laughing out loud.

Judged the book by its cover, wanted to read it.Read the back: NEEDED to read it.This book did not

disappoint--I judged the book by its cover and indeed, it was a goofy, absurd but not wholly

unbelievable glimpse into the future if Trump were to be elected.The writer really captures "The

Donald's" voice perfectly. There's no stretch of the imagination to hear him in your head!

Throughout the book the author reveals the cabinet members, guaranteed to give you a

chuckle--and then the realization sets in that it's not a stretch to imagine say... Ted Nugent as the

Secretary of Defense.You're experiencing the story from Jimmie Bernwood's point of view: a

washed up blogger/journalist who has been hired to ghostwrite The Donald's auto-biography. He

needs the money so he tries to keep his head down and just do the work, but it seems he is fated to

get sucked into the political dynasties that are at war with one another.Most of the political players

who have been involved in reality these last few years make an appearance or get a mention in the

book. Chris Christie is the White House Janitor, which sounds odd at first... but then you realize that

in true New Jersey stereotype he's the "fixer". He cleans things up. For example, if a spying White

House Staffer gets murdered--er, commits suicide in the Rose Garden. When Jeb! shows up, the

author takes care to always refer to Jeb! as Jeb!.Vladimir Putin makes an appearance as The

Donald's best friend and hunting buddy. They eat a special kind of burger together at a swanky

state dinner...special because it's an unusual kind of animal that they hunted together earlier that

day.
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